Purpose:
To honor a person's unselfish love, dedication and long term service on behalf of the Connemara. The Award, donated by Catherine Mack and Sue Smith in 1987, is offered annually, in memory of Ann Gascoyne for outstanding personal endeavor on behalf of the Connemara Pony.

Criteria: The recipient must have been a member of the ACPS for a minimum of ten years. Preference shall be given to individuals who have spent large amounts of time and energy promoting Connemaras in a positive manner. Consideration shall be given to the loyal worker who perseveres over decades behind the scenes..

Committee: The Committee shall be chaired each year by the previous year's recipient. This person shall select member(s) of the Committee from the list of past recipients. Should not enough past recipients be able to serve, the Chair may fill the Committee with ACPS members who have been members of the Society for ten (10) years or more.

Responsibilities of the Chair:
• Select the Committee.
• Maintain a file of the trophy's history, procedures, photos and other significant information to be passed on to the next Chair by February 1.
• If possible, present the Trophy at the ACPS Annual Award Banquet.

Responsibilities of the Recipient:
• Appoint a Committee for the next year.
• Select the next recipient by August 1, and notify him or her in early August.
• Return the Trophy to the ACPS Annual Meeting, either by carrying it by hand or shipping it with adequate packaging and insurance at least two weeks prior to the date of the meeting.
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